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Abstract: 

As a post-settler nation Australia is as yet struggling with its brutal settler past. In late decades 

Australia has known an ascent in reconciliation activities supporting the reconciliation development 

that is keeping Australia in its hold. In the accompanying part the center movements towards the 

reconciliation procedure in Australia. Initially the reconciliation development in Australia is talked 

about, advancing reports and request induced by the legislature and by open administrations which 

demonstrate the diverse advances Australia has attempted to draw nearer to reconciliation. Besides 

the private activities that keep the reconciliation development alive are depicted together with the 

social demonstrations honoring Australia's awful past. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It was particularly the 'Bringing Them Home Report' which breathed life into the traumatic 

past back. Various open activities, for example, the Sorry Books, have been established to 

give a stage to the individuals who need to accommodate with the past. In these books 

individuals are welcome to put their marks underneath the expression of remorse expressed at 

the main pages. On the off chance that one wants, one can likewise compose an individual 

explanation in the Sorry Books, as the statements above show. In spite of the fact that the 

administration's strategy is gone for reconciliation, confirmation of which is the official 

statement of regret issued in 2008, few out of every odd white Australian sees the need to 

apologize. This ambivalence in managing its traumatic past gives an intriguing edge to 

examine in how fiction investigates this same ambivalence towards saying too bad. In this 

dissertation, the set of three composed by Kate Grenville will be broke down in that light. The 

three books, The Secret River (2005), Sarah Thornhill (2011), and The Lieutenant (2008) will 
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be nearly analyzed keeping in mind the end goal to answer the inquiry how these books fit in 

the reconciliation development. Particular consideration will be paid to the investigation of 

complicity and compassion connected by Kate Grenville. 

Keeping in mind the end goal to completely comprehend the debate concerning reconciliation 

an investigation of the occasions paving the way to the national Australian statement of regret 

and the reconciliation development must be held. In this way in an initial segment, a general 

exchange of national apologies is depicted, trailed by a review of the occasions, national 

request and authority government reports prompting the Australian statement of regret. In a 

second part, the idea of post memory is talked about. This term was authored by Marianne 

Hirsch and manages recollections exchanged starting with one generation then onto the next. 

In managing an awful past, the injury does not remain previously but rather leaves its follows 

in the present too. When managing Kate Grenville's set of three one can't yet take advantage 

of this idea to completely break down the novels. Kate Grenville conceded that the 

composition of the set of three was activated when she was participating in the Corroboree 

Bridge Walk in Sydney in the year 2000. Right then and there she crossed eyes with an 

Indigenous lady and she understood that the two ancestors more likely than not lived in a 

similar period, they may have even met. This acknowledgment urged her to find her own 

pilgrim history and definitely faced her with pioneer brutality against Indigenous individuals. 

The consistent battle with the pioneer past additionally prompts an examination of the ideas 

of blame and disgrace. Rebecca Weaver Hightower who executed research on fiction 

managing the Australian expression of remorse expresses that "Grieved books give a 

fascinating window into a vital postcolonial social minute, one in which a post-pioneer 

province through writings – looks at its own feeling of contemporary blame for past 

provincial practices". It is essential to inspect what she implies when she utilizes the idea of 

blame and why disgrace may be a more fitting idea to work with in this paper when managing 

present-day Australia. Ruth Leys' hypothesis will be unimaginably useful in recognizing 

blame and disgrace and building up the essential qualities.  

2. NATIONAL APOLOGIES AROUND THE WORLD 

As Martha Augoustinos and Amanda Lecouteur put in their exploration on aggregate blame, 

"another international profound quality" has been set up in ongoing decades (236). In what 

takes after the grounds giving the national need of apologizing will be set up together with the 

influence such a statement of regret can have on the country. It may be useful to begin with a 

general meaning of what a national expression of remorse involves keeping in mind the end 

goal to additionally research it. Drawing upon Eneko Sanz and his exploration on national 

apologies, a national expression of remorse is "a phenomenon which can freely be 

characterized as a group, political, intra-state conciliatory sentiment issued starting with one 

gathering then onto the next using suitable representation". Aaron Lazare states that one of the 

principal individuals to consider the national conciliatory sentiment was Nicholas Tavuchs. 

As right on time as in the nineties this humanist put forth the accompanying expression: "… 

apologies may linger much bigger than they have in the past as willful and others conscious 

means for accommodating individual and aggregate contrasts" (qtd. in Lazare 6). As indicated 

by Damien Short 
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 “Apologies, and national remembrance initiatives more broadly, are politically 

important for a number of reasons: the way the past is represented conveys 

information about present relations; apologies define victims and perpetrators, and 

demarcate lines of acceptable conduct; and these in turn send signals about future 

behavior. Through official acts of remembrance, such as apologies, national 

government can influence the way society remembers the past, which in turn has 

implications for present and future public policy.” 

In what takes after the claims put forth in this expression will be talked about. Typically 

precursors paving the way to a national statement of regret are reports, truth commissions and 

preliminaries built up by the nations' administrations. These reports, commissions and 

preliminaries were called for in light of the fact that the general public was addressing past 

bad behaviors. Cases of these dating from the ongoing decades are the instances of the 

Japanese Americans who experienced internment in World War II, the Nuremberg Trial, the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa managing the duties in Apartheid, the 

simple late questioning and examinations concerning the Abu Ghraib jail and the Human 

Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission (HREOC) managing the 'Stolen Generation' in 

Australia. The estimation of these cases is that they make "an open representation of the 

collectivity's ethical selfimage". Furthermore, from that ethical addressing results an ethical 

obligation to apologize for past bad behaviors. Tavuchs additionally states when discussing 

moral obligation that "to apologize is to proclaim intentionally that one has no reason, 

resistance, avocation, or clarification for an activity (or inaction)". Danielle Celermajer, who 

researched the national expression of remorse in Australia, likewise offers general highlights 

of what a national conciliatory sentiment ought to include. National apologies above all else 

draw on the group and step far from the individual culprits. Also she specifies that aggregate 

apologies ought to be viewed as "more refined types of justice," and thirdly it should be 

comprehended that "the paradigmatic expression of remorse is an individual demonstration 

where the expressions of conciliatory sentiment speak to an inside condition of 

disappointment for bad behavior and are offered as a type of remuneration or method for 

compensating for that wrong". Aaron Lazare's description of statement of regret, which will 

frame a huge venturing stone to additionally explore, adds another measurement to the debate 

for the most part since it includes both the affronted and the wrongdoer. As indicated by him 

a national statement of regret has "the ability to recuperate mortifications and feelings of 

spite, expel want for retribution, and produce pardoning with respect to the irritated 

gatherings. For the guilty party, they can lessen the dread of striking back and soothe the 

blame and disgrace that can hold the brain with a persistence and industriousness that are 

difficult to overlook." What is of extraordinary incentive in Lazare's description is right off 

the bat that he names the two gatherings associated with a statement of regret. Also he shows 

what the impacts can be of such a conciliatory sentiment on the two sides. It is particularly the 

outcomes of a national expression of remorse on the guilty party's side that will be of 

extraordinary enthusiasm for this exposition. It is the wrongdoer's side that Kate Grenville 

investigates in her set of three. By breaking down the idea of complicity, it will turn out to be 

clear how the novels identify with the national expression of remorse. 
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3. THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL APOLOGY 

In April 1997 the Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission (in the future specified 

as HREOC) issued 'The Report of the National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander Children from Their Families'. A push for a national investigation into 

the coercive expulsion of Indigenous youngsters from their families was at that point felt in 

the mid-eighties by Indigenous people and associations who blamed the unfeeling work 

modus for the legislature. In December 1992 the issue was tended to by the previous Prime 

Minister Paul Keating in his discourse at Redfern Park, Sydney where he expressed "we took 

the kids from their families" (qtd in Buti presentation). After two years an Indigenous female 

by the name of Joy Williams embraced lawful activity in the Supreme Court of New South 

Wales tending to the persuasive expulsion. In that same year 1994, The Going Home 

Conference was sorted out in Darwin. Its motivation was to join individuals, generally shape 

the Northern Territory, who had endured the persuasive evacuation arrangement of the 

administration. This social affair prompted the establishment of the Stolen Generation 

Litigation Unit inside the North Australian Aboriginal Legal Service. It was this association 

(i.e. The Stolen Generation Litigation Unit) which upheld the High Court instances of Kruger 

versus Commonwealth and Bray versus Commonwealth. Both court cases tested the 

legitimacy of the 'Native Ordinance' law of 1918 giving the lawful grounds to the coercive 

expulsion. The two cases had an unsuccessful result as the judges decided that the expulsion 

approach was not illegal. A last benchmark in the development towards the HREOC report of 

April 1997 was a venture attempted by the Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia 

(Inc.). They began talking with individuals who had been expelled from their Indigenous 

families. When they issued their first report in June 1995 called 'Disclosing to Our Story', 

they had accumulated more than 600 declarations. These declarations were utilized as 

confirmation in 'The Report of the National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander Children from Their Families' distributed in 1997. This report is 

otherwise called the 'Bringing them Home Report', the name utilized by the Australian 

individuals and furthermore the one I will use all through this examination. The request 

prompting the distribution of the report was composed in May 1995 by Attorney-General 

Hon. Michael Lavarch. The request was asked to 

 examine the past and continuing impacts of separation of people, families and 

networks  

 identify what ought to be done accordingly, which could involve suggestions to 

change laws, arrangements and practices, to re-join families and generally manage 

misfortunes caused by separation  

 find legitimization for, and nature of, any remuneration for those influenced by 

separation and  

 Look at current laws, strategies and works on influencing the arrangement and care of 

Indigenous kids. 
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The 'Bringing them Home Report' contains "a blend of individual accounts, verifiable 

documentation, measurable data, a talk and investigation on reparation, conveyance of 

administrations for 'those influenced', Indigenous tyke welfare and Indigenous adolescent 

equity" (Buti, prologue to Wilson Report). A standout amongst the most vital and similarly 

questionable part of the report is the affirmation that the coercive evacuation can be 

considered as decimation. This attestation prompted concealed open and media consideration 

and established society's emphasis on the proposals it made. By and large the report suggested 

"affirmation, conciliatory sentiment, ensures against reiteration, proportions of compensation, 

proportions of recovery and money related remuneration" (Buti, area on reparation) Most 

imperative to my exploration is the finish of the report that expressed "that every single 

Australian parliament… consult with the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission a 

type of words for official apologies to Indigenous people, families and networks and broaden 

those apologies with wide and socially fitting attention". Indeed, even before the Bringing 

Them Home Report basic scholarly voices had asserted that Australia's awful pioneer past 

was being disregarded and quieted. Stanner toward the finish of the sixties considered this the 

"faction of neglect" or even "the Great Australian Silence". This "Incredible Australian 

Silence" was drawn out when in 1998 Prime Minister John Howard declined to publicly 

apologize in the interest of the state Australia. His contention was that "present generations 

ought not to need to acknowledge duty regarding practices of past generations". This refusal 

just enhanced the split in Australian culture between those restricted and those for the 

statement of regret. In their area in Collective Guilt: International Perspectives which is 

approached whether to Apologize to Indigenous Australians: The Denial of White Guilt, 

Augoustinos and Lecouteur, the two teachers of Psychology at the University of Adelaide 

investigate the general population debate. Those restricted needed to pressure that the 

Australian culture should embrace the here and now and ought not turn in reverse but rather 

watch out for what's to come. For them, apologizing would recognize singular obligation and 

blame. Those in support take a direct inverse remain; for them "a national expression of 

remorse [is a] essential for reconciliation and national solidarity". The demonstration of 

apologizing serves "an imperative social capacity –, for example, recognizing past wrong and 

communicating sympathy and seeing however not tolerating obligation, fault, or blame". 

Saying sorry is only a "philanthropic tradition that communicates sympathy and concern". 

They even include that it can work as the "remedial allegory for mending.” in a basic note 

Augoustinos and Lecouteur specify that they would have worries about a national statement 

of regret where blame would be the focal topic. As they would like to think, to have a genuine 

and enduring impact on society, one must advance "sympathy and moral outrage" to prepare 

political activity towards reconciliation.  

4. KATE GRENVILLE’S TRILOGY AND THE SORRY NOVELS 

This 'trick' of distinguishing proof said in the above segment is the thing that compassion 

brings along in literature when it is described from the perspective of the perpetrator. The 

perusers are tricked into feeling in charge of someone else's activities or inability to act, 

notwithstanding when these perusers think him a guiltless subject. In every one of Grenville's 

book treated in this exploration, i.e. the Secret River, Sarah Thornhill and The Lieutenant, the 

perusers is welcome to peruse about the lives of the white Australian pilgrim in the eighteenth 
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and nineteenth century. It is fascinating to investigate why Kate composed from the 

perpetrator's perspective and on the off chance that she, as a creator, is likewise affected by 

the concept of national disgrace. Right off the bat it is in the educational minute on the 

Sydney Harbor Bridge that Kate completely comprehends the significance of a pilgrim 'taking 

up' arrives in Australia. It is guaranteeing what does not have a place with you; it is a 

demonstration of taking. Since it is one of her predecessors who 'went up against' arrive, she 

as an individual feels in charge of this deviation of the ideal image of a citizen and in this way 

should feel a feeling of disgrace. Also while researching historical information and 

conversing with Indigenous individuals, Kate is gone up against with other brutal acts from 

the past, demonstrations where she as an individual can't assume liability since there is no 

family association. Anyway in light of the fact that these demonstrations mirror the Australian 

country, she - as an individual and being an Australian citizen - is taking the stand concerning 

past bad behaviors and she then "may feel disgrace [then] as an Australian for the 

disappointment of Australia to satisfy the national ideal". In composing thus giving an 

anecdotal record of the bad behaviors and despicable past, Grenville needs to hurl over the 

feeling of disgrace keeping in mind the end goal to follow up on it with the goal that the 

country can begin making progress toward an ideal once more. This feeling of being 

complicit by disgrace runs turn in glove with empathy all together for the perusers to accept 

accountability since complicity can't abandon being recognized. In dissecting the set of three 

regarding the matter of complicity and empathy, the disgrace felt by Grenville and her way of 

managing this will be deciphered.  

Grenville isn't the only one in attempted this errand. Kate Grenville's set of three is a piece of 

a kind called 'the Sorry Novels'. Rebecca Weaver-Hightower gives definition which is as 

indicated by me halfway sufficient: "the post-pioneer settlement – through content – looks at 

its own particular feeling of contemporary blame for past frontier practices". She likewise 

includes that the 'Sorry Novel' "communicates a convoluted response to conciliatory 

sentiment, to allegation of mutual duty and to endeavors at reparation". Addressing my 

explanation that Weaver-Hightower just gives a mostly sufficient definition, I would contend 

that she is flawed in utilizing the term blame. Utilizing Leys' dialog I would contend that 

these creators don't investigate their feeling of blame yet their feeling of contemporary 

disgrace. Disgrace infers an inspirational state of mind towards the future and that is the thing 

that the creators need to accomplish, a positive advance towards reconciliation. 

5. THE AUSTRALIA’S RECONCILIATION PROCESS: IT’S POLITICS 

The term reconciliation has been specified on a few events in the past sections and it is a vital 

part of the present-day Australian culture. Reconciliation suggests a complex challenge for 

any country included. Christine Nicholls endeavors to characterize Australia's reconciliation 

procedure in her own particular words. 

Reconciliation is a policy which expects to carry the country into contact with the 

ghosts of its past, rebuilding the country's feeling of itself by restoring the terrible 

truth of colonization to the tale of Australia's being on the planet. In any case, it 

isn't astonishing that, as opposed to letting things go, these ghosts (and the past is in 

every case spooky here) in reality set an entire scope of things into movement: 
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contentions over land, banters over the 'proper' history for Australia, the fret over 

pay and saying sorry…  

Remembering this spooky past "is an individual and embodied experience" and has an effect 

on the development of personality of the present-day Australian culture. Reestablishing the 

traumatic past is an imperative advance in Australia's endeavor to build up another character 

for their citizens, one in which Indigenous and non-Indigenous individuals are measures up 

to. As Ann Rigney states in first experience with a unique issue of the diary of Memory 

Studies on the subject of Reconciliation and Remembering: how it can work, having "future 

peace and solidness depends vitally on discovering methods for 'dealing with past violence" 

Rigney likewise sees a "swing to more „performative‟ mental aides" in which open 

expressions of remorse and emblematic motions have a focal impact. She additionally 

cautions of the difficulty of reconciliation, particularly concerning "social orders of long 

pioneer disparities", which is the situation in Australia. Rigney additionally advances a term 

obtained from Graham Dawson which applies to Australia's circumstance: "reparative 

remembering". This is a moderate procedure which empowers "the opening up of the past to 

another future" by recognizing the traumatic occasions.  

Reconciliation and the fitting strides to accomplish this can be partitioned into two sections. 

From one perspective there is the Australian political side, where the Australian government 

sorts out request and issues reports. Furthermore, the other hand there is the Council for 

Aboriginal Reconciliation, upheld by the Indigenous individuals. At the point when the 

Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation Act was voted in 1991 it prompted the association of 

the Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation (additionally specified as CAR). This current 

gathering's goals was to stipulate approaches to go to a type of reconciliation. One vital factor 

of this committee was its mean to work intimately with the Australian government 

6. CONCLUSION 

As respectable as the creator's expectations may be, Rebecca Weaver-Hightower advances a 

basic note which I might want to share and add a few alterations to. As she would see it, these 

'Sorry Novels each contain plot components that deny aggregate blame. She contends that on 

the grounds that these novels are good to go in the pilgrim past, in "times of investigation, 

victory and battle for White Supremacy", the blame is securely dislodged onto one's 

ancestors. For Weaver-Hightower this energizes dissent of what occurred in the past. I would 

contend that none of these authors attempts to deny the past; on the contrary, they have 

endeavored endeavors to make the perusers mindful of the past bad behaviors. While talking 

about the blame viewpoint, it appears as though Weaver-Hightower accuses the 'Sorry Novel' 

authors for putting the blame upon their ancestors 
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